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interfere with them on the ground that they are unwise, impolitic
or unreasonable, (Mddltturg MunicipMy v. Qertm, S, A, law Reports,
(1914) Ap, Div., p. 544)
: In deciding on the validity of an ordinance passed by a Provincial
Council the Court shall bear in mind the state of the law at the time
of the passing of the S. A, Union Act in relation to the subject-matter
dealt with by the ordinance. (Menus v, BarTdy East Dfe Council, ibid,
p, 407.) Moreover under Sec, 85 (vi) a Provincial Council can not only
create bodies for the management of municipal affairs, but also endow
them with all the powers necessary to the discharge of all the functions
of government, (Swl & Co, (Dim.) v, Johannesburg Jfwmcipal%, S, A. L B,
Transvaal Prov, Div, (1914), p, 514, and Qrowwud and Colyn vJnntsddt
Munitipatiy, (1915) Tr. Pror, Div,, p, 413, and Cooper v, Johannesburg ita'ci-
pa%, (1916) Tr.Prov. Div,, pJOl,
A section of an Act of 1912 allowing Town Councils to make by-laws for
establishing separate tramcars for Europeans and Natives and Asiatics
was held to be intra vim. (torja and Others v, Pretoria Municipality, (1916)
Tr. Prov. Div,, p. 501,) Thus also a Transvaal Provincial Council ordinance
of 1916 rendering null and void any contractual agreement, both retro-
spective and prospective, between the person primarily liable for municipal
rates and the lessee holding under him, whereby the burden of such rates
should be shifted in whole or in part from the former 'to the latter, was
held to be intra ms of such Council. (Pan 7ey&ren v. it. Administrator and
OA0rc, (1917) Tr Prov. Div., p, 74.
On the other hand, a Transvaal Provincial ordinance imposing a poll-
tax on Natives was held to be ultra tires in that it conflicted with the
provisions of a section of a Union Act of 1921. (Transvaal ftw. Adminis-
tration v. letonia, S. A. L Rep., (1922) Ap, Div,, p, 102.)
- It has been held that the provisions of an Act of 1921 preventing direct
taxation of mining profits are not violated by an ordinance imposing
a tax 011 per neaa in respect or every employee in excess or eignt persons,
(Cmwistionm tf Inland Smnue v, Crom Mines (Ifm,), S. A, L, Rep,, (1922)
Ap,Div*,P,121.

